Abstract—This paper describes the development of a scanning heterodyne interferometer for acoustic wave energy mapping. A robust optical double pass interferometer setup is presented, allowing absolute phase and absolute magnitude measurements of the out-of-plane vibration component within a 5 to 1200 MHz frequency range, only limited by the photodetector bandwidth. By using a dedicated high frequency demodulator, the system is insensitive to the low-frequency mechanical vibration. The system is here used on single-port Surface Acoustic Wave, allowing for the identification of energy distribution as a function of operating frequency and the acoustic velocity over the Bragg mirrors surrounding the resonator. We envision such an instrument as a tool for assessing acoustic energy confinement allowing for optimizing resonator quality factors aimed at providing improved frequency source stability.

I. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic wave propagation on piezoelectric material is well-known and has led to a thriving use in filters [1], resonators [2] and sensors [3]. While accurate design tools have been developed [4], rising operating frequencies emphasize some of the one dimensional or two-dimensional limitations of the models including the effect of the busses on acoustic energy guiding and more generally of energy confinement. Furthermore, actual manufacturing of high frequency devices reaches the technological limits of lithography and electrode patterning tool, yielding the need for experimental validation of the acoustic energy distribution in the device.

Acoustic energy mapping is a rich analysis method complementary to the classical electrical S-parameters characterization since the latter is insufficient for a good acoustic phenomena understanding. Consequently, several optical setups have been developed in order to measure the surface acoustic vibration, with an emphasis on mapping speed since the faster the characterization, the less prone the measurement is to environmental disturbances and most significantly temperature drift. While magnitude detection is readily achieved by using power measurement of the signal modulated by the acoustic wave in any interferometric strategy, sufficient for energy distribution mapping, the more subtle phase information needed to extract the phase velocity is more challenging due to the slow drift inherent to the high sensitivity to environmental parameters of interferometric setups. Indeed, the challenging aspect of the basic homodyne interferometric approach is its sensitivity to the static phase and hence the slow drift over time of this component which might be suppressed using postprocessing but is best eliminated using extended modulation approaches to get rid of this slowly static phase variation. Some of the classical solutions include the Sagnac interferometer proposed by Tachizaki et al. [5], also used by Hashimoto et al. [6], or another setups by Kokkonnen et al. [7], Martinussen et al. [8], Graebner et al. [9].

In this paper, an alternative approach is proposed, using amplitude splitting heterodyne interferometry. In a first part the theory justifying this concept is proposed, followed by a description of the experimental setup. Finally some results when scanning Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) resonators operating at 393±1 MHz are presented.

II. THEORY AND OPTICAL SETUP

A. Amplitude splitting interferometry

Generally and for out-of-plane vibration measurement, amplitude splitting interferometry is used. The Michelson interferometer [10],[11] is the most common configuration. It is based on two arms corresponding to a splitting of a beam of light, with the first acting as a reference arm (fixed path) and the second as the signal arm (movable arm). Both beams are recombined to produce an interference pattern, assuming perfect alignment, resulting in a fringe pattern corresponding to the phase difference between the two waves. This phase difference is, assuming a quadrature condition, locally proportional to the optical path difference. In the case of a monochromatic source (e.g. laser beam), and because the frequency of light waves is too high to be detected by currently available detectors, the resulting intensity is proportional to:

$$I = I_0 \left[ r_s + r_{ref} + 2\sqrt{r_s r_{ref}} \cos \left( \frac{4\pi (\Delta d - \Delta n)}{\lambda} \right) \right]$$  \(1\)

where \(r_s\) and \(r_{ref}\) are the reference mirror and the sample reflectivity, respectively, \(\Delta d\) is the optical path difference due to the object movement, \(\Delta n\) is the optical static phase difference between the sample and reference paths and \(\lambda\) is the wavelength of the laser. By assuming a sinusoidal out of plane surface vibration \(A \cos (\omega t + \varphi)\), the resulting intensity is:

$$I(t) = I_c + 2I_o \sqrt{r_s r_{ref}} \cos \left( \frac{4\pi A}{\lambda} \cos (\omega t + \varphi) - \Phi_n \right)$$  \(2\)

This equation corresponds to a homodyne interferometer and shows that the resulting intensity depends on the sample reflectivity.

When the vibration amplitude is small compared to \(\lambda\), the Bessel development of the solution of eq. (2) is simplified
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I. INTRODUCTION

Acoustic wave propagation on piezoelectric material is well-known and has led to a thriving use in filters [1], resonators [2] and sensors [3]. While accurate design tools have been developed [4], rising operating frequencies emphasize some of the one dimensional or two-dimensional limitations of the models including the effect of the busses on acoustic energy guiding and more generally of energy confinement. Furthermore, actual manufacturing of high frequency devices reaches the technological limits of lithography and electrode patterning tool, yielding the need for experimental validation of the acoustic energy distribution in the device.

Acoustic energy mapping is a rich analysis method complementary to the classical electrical S-parameters characterization since the latter is insufficient for a good acoustic phenomena understanding. Consequently, several optical setups have been developed in order to measure the surface acoustic vibration, with an emphasis on mapping speed since the faster the characterization, the less prone the measurement is to environmental disturbances and most significantly temperature drift. While magnitude detection is readily achieved by using power measurement of the signal modulated by the acoustic wave in any interferometric strategy, sufficient for energy distribution mapping, the more subtle phase information needed to extract the phase velocity is more challenging due to the slow drift inherent to the high sensitivity to environmental parameters of interferometric setups. Indeed, the challenging aspect of the basic homodyne interferometric approach is its sensitivity to the static phase and hence the slow drift over time of this component which might be suppressed using postprocessing but is best eliminated using extended modulation approaches to get rid of this slowly static phase variation. Some of the classical solutions include the Sagnac interferometer proposed by Tachizaki et al. [5], also used by Hashimoto et al. [6], or another setups by Kokkonnen et al. [7], Martinussen et al. [8], Graebner et al. [9].

In this paper, an alternative approach is proposed, using amplitude splitting heterodyne interferometry. In a first part the theory justifying this concept is proposed, followed by a description of the experimental setup. Finally some results when scanning Surface Acoustic Wave (SAW) resonators operating at 393±1 MHz are presented.

II. THEORY AND OPTICAL SETUP

A. Amplitude splitting interferometry

Generally and for out-of-plane vibration measurement, amplitude splitting interferometry is used. The Michelson interferometer [10],[11] is the most common configuration. It is based on two arms corresponding to a splitting of a beam of light, with the first acting as a reference arm (fixed path) and the second as the signal arm (movable arm). Both beams are recombined to produce an interference pattern, assuming perfect alignment, resulting in a fringe pattern corresponding to the phase difference between the two waves. This phase difference is, assuming a quadrature condition, locally proportional to the optical path difference. In the case of a monochromatic source (e.g. laser beam), and because the frequency of light waves is too high to be detected by currently available detectors, the resulting intensity is proportional to:

$$I = I_0 \left[ r_s + r_{ref} + 2\sqrt{r_s r_{ref}} \cos \left( \frac{4\pi (\Delta d - \Delta n)}{\lambda} \right) \right]$$  \(1\)

where \(r_s\) and \(r_{ref}\) are the reference mirror and the sample reflectivity, respectively, \(\Delta d\) is the optical path difference due to the object movement, \(\Delta n\) is the optical static phase difference between the sample and reference paths and \(\lambda\) is the wavelength of the laser. By assuming a sinusoidal out of plane surface vibration \(A \cos (\omega t + \varphi)\), the resulting intensity is:

$$I(t) = I_c + 2I_o \sqrt{r_s r_{ref}} \cos \left( \frac{4\pi A}{\lambda} \cos (\omega t + \varphi) - \Phi_n \right)$$  \(2\)

This equation corresponds to a homodyne interferometer and shows that the resulting intensity depends on the sample reflectivity.

When the vibration amplitude is small compared to \(\lambda\), the Bessel development of the solution of eq. (2) is simplified
I(t) \propto \cos(\Phi_n) + \frac{4\pi A}{\lambda} \cos(\omega t + \varphi) \sin(\Phi_n) \quad (3)

Several methods allow to stabilize the interferometer ($\Phi_n = (2n + 1)\pi/2$) in order to measure an absolute amplitude and an absolute phase [14] but at the cost of increasing the system complexity. At least one significant issue with the homodyne method concerns the radio frequency leakage. In order to suppress the sample reflectivity problem and diminish radio frequency leakage problems, a frequency shift can be introduced in one of the interferometer arms [7]. This frequency shifting can be achieved by using an Acousto-Optical Modulator (AOM). In this way, the resulting interference intensity, when the vibration amplitude is small compared to $\lambda$, is [15]:

$$I(t) = 2I_o \sqrt{\frac{\lambda}{2\pi f_s}} \cos(\omega_0 t + \Phi_n) + \frac{2\pi A}{\lambda} \cos\left((\omega_0 + \omega) t + \varphi + \Phi_n - \frac{\pi}{2}\right) + \frac{2\pi A}{\lambda} \cos\left((\omega_0 - \omega) t - \varphi + \Phi_n - \frac{\pi}{2}\right)$$

This equation corresponds to a heterodyne interferometer, where $\omega_0$ corresponds to the AOM frequency shift, resulting in a signal of interest observed as a modulation peak ($\omega_0$) and two neighbouring peaks ($\omega_0 \pm \omega$). The theoretically absolute value of Fourier Transform of $I(t)$ signal is shown in Fig.1. The absolute amplitude vibration is directly achieved by the modulation/neighbouring peak magnitude ratio (or decibel difference), independent to the sample surface reflectivity. By comparing the phases of the modulation and neighbouring peaks, the absolute phase of the surface vibration is obtained. Thus the static phase $\Phi_n$ is suppressed.

Such an approach has been selected and the associated experimental setup is described in the next section.

**B. Optical setup description**

The optical setup is based on a double-pass heterodyne interferometer [16]. A schematic of the interferometer is shown in Fig.2. The quarter-wave plate’s (QWP) fast axis angle is adjusted at 45° with respect to the incoming beam linear polarization. After passing through the quarter-wave plate, the laser beam exhibits circular polarization. By passing through the Polarizing Beam Splitter (PBS), the beam is divided into two beams. The first beam (vertical polarization) is directed towards the optical fiber collimator, acting as the reference arm of the interferometer. The second beam (corresponding to the horizontal polarization) is directed through the Acoustic Optical Modulator (AOM). The angle between the incident beam and the AOM is set in order to obtain the first diffraction order collinear to the laser beam (the zero order diffraction mode is not used). This beam is the signal arm of the interferometer. After reflection on the sample (by passing trough the microscope lens), the beam is phase modulated by the surface sample vibration and is directed again in the AOM and through the PBS. Due to the quarter-wave plate, the beam has a circular polarization. By using the reflexion on the laser mirror, the signal is directed towards the optical fiber collimator (vertical polarization) and interferes with the reference beam. Use of the mirror of the laser is not problematic (potentially yielding laser instability) in this case due to the frequency shift (AOM double-pass). When the vibration amplitude is small compared to $\lambda$, the interference signal of this setup is given by:

$$I(t) = 2I_o \sqrt{\frac{\lambda}{2\pi f_s}} \cos(2\omega_0 t + \Phi_n) + \frac{2\pi A}{\lambda} \cos\left((2\omega_0 + \omega) t + \varphi + \Phi_n - \frac{\pi}{2}\right) + \frac{2\pi A}{\lambda} \cos\left((2\omega_0 - \omega) t - \varphi + \Phi_n - \frac{\pi}{2}\right)$$

Eq. (5) emphasizes the two passes of the light beam through the AOM, yielding a $2\omega_0$ term which will vanish during the demodulation process described in the next section.

**III. Demodulation**

![Demodulation scheme](image)

**Fig. 3.** Demodulation scheme: the recorded signal passing twice through the AOM is centered on a $2\omega_0$ frequency which will be out of the analysis frequency range of $S_1$ and $S_2$. $\omega$ is the SAW device operating frequency. $\omega_p$ is user selected through $\omega_{ref}$ as defined in the text.
The setup of the electronic demodulation is schematically shown in Fig. 3. $S$ is the interference signal from the interferometer (eq. 5), $V_1$ is the sample drive signal and $V_2$ is a new user defined signal (from another signal generator, Fig. 3) where $\mu$ is the phase difference between $V_1$ and $V_2$. With $\omega_p = 2\omega_o + \omega - \omega_{ref}$ and after band-pass filtering at $\omega_{ref}$:

$$S_1 = \frac{I_o \sqrt{\tau_{ref} r_s}}{\lambda} \cos (\omega_{ref} t + \Phi_n - \mu - \frac{\pi}{2} + \varphi)$$

$$S_2 = \frac{I_o \sqrt{\tau_{ref} r_s}}{4} \cos (\omega_{ref} t + \Phi_n - \mu - \frac{\pi}{2})$$

$S_1$ and $S_2$ are detected synchronously by a RF lock-in amplifier (SR844 Stanford Research), where $S_2$ is the lock signal. This setup allows for a maximum detection frequency of 4.5 GHz, limited by the operating bandwidth of the RF components. $\omega_{ref}$ is set on the Lock-in frequency range (0 – 200 MHz for the SR844). This modulation scheme does not require the clocks of the two signal generators ($V_1$ driving SAW and $V_2$) since the drifting phase $\mu$ between these two sources is discarded when mixing in the two branches of the demodulation scheme (Fig. 3).

**IV. EXPERIMENT AND RESULTS**

The objective of the experiments described in this section is to demonstrate the measurement of the acoustic amplitude as well as the acoustic phase of SAW devices, and more specifically a single port SAW resonator. This resonator is obtained by patterning aluminum electrodes using a lift-off process on AT-cut quartz. We select a metallization to period ratio $a/p = 0.5$ and an acoustic period $\lambda$ of 8 $\mu$m. The single port resonator is constituted by one hundred interdigitated electrodes in a comb layout, and one hundred Bragg reflectors acting as mirrors on each sides of the transducer. The frequency characterization using a network analyzer exhibits a strong resonance, which is well observed when measuring the acoustic vibration field at one point (Fig. 4). In addition to the main resonance at 392.26 MHz, another mode at a nearby frequency is observed at 394.7 MHz.

![Fig. 4. Electrical reflection coefficient and single-position optical characterization of the acoustic field magnitude of a single port reflective SAW resonator.](image)

Based on the electrical measurement characteristics of this SAW device, optical mapping of the acoustic field characteristics is performed at both these frequencies. The result of the optical scan characterization on this resonator is shown in Fig. 5 at (a) 392.26 MHz and (b) 394.7 MHz. On the main resonance at 392.26 MHz, the maximum amplitude is well characterized as a light-colored area located over the interdigitated comb transducers. For the second resonance at 394.7 MHz, the maximum amplitude exhibits the parasitic pattern due to the refraction of the acoustic waves under the electrode busses.

![Fig. 5. Optical scan characterization of the acoustic field (out of plane component) amplitude of a single port resonator at (a) 392.26 MHz and (b) 394.7 MHz. Notice that the visual appearance of the stripes, associated with the acoustic nodes and antinodes, is associated due to aliasing of the image.](image)

Following the optical scan characterization, phase information is extracted as shown in Fig. 6. A zoom on several periods, which is possible thanks to the large size of the acoustic period and hence wide electrode spacing, exhibits the spatial distribution of the acoustic phase this device, with a $2\pi$ rotation over one mechanical period. Unwrapping this acoustic phase information along the acoustic propagation direction provides an estimate of the acoustic velocity. As shown in Fig. 7, the propagating wave over each mirror (positions 0 to 1250 and 1330 to 2400 $\mu$m) are characterized by acoustic propagation velocities of equal value but opposite sign (slope of the phase vs distance relationship), while the acoustic velocity cancels at the standing wave area over the acoustic cavity (positions 1250 to 1330 $\mu$m). The observed acoustic velocity, obtained
by considering that the phase $\varphi$ to position $x$ slope is given by

$$\frac{d\varphi}{dx} = 2\pi \frac{f}{c} = 2\pi \frac{f}{\lambda} \Rightarrow c = 2\pi \left(\frac{d\varphi}{dx}\right)^{-1}$$

of $c = 3138.7 \pm 1$ m/s on both slopes, is consistent with the SAW device operating frequency of $c = \lambda \times f = 8 \, \mu\text{m} \times 392.26$ MHz = 3138 m/s. The scanning probe measurement hence demonstrates the ability to characterize the acoustic propagation and confinement capabilities on a SAW resonator configuration, a requirement for experimentally assessing the main characteristics of a SAW design (acoustic velocity and reflection coefficient on the Bragg mirror electrodes) and understanding the cause for spurious modes or quality factor characterization beyond the basic electrical characteristics. Notice on the zoom of the slopes the ripples associated with the standing wave between adjacent interdigitated fingers. The periodicity of these ripples is 4 $\mu$m, consistent with a standing wave pattern between adjacent electrodes.

---

**V. CONCLUSION**

Scanning probe mapping of the acoustic field characteristics, magnitude and most importantly phase, are demonstrated on radiofrequency surface acoustic wave devices using an amplitude splitting heterodyne interferometer approach. This method was selected for its stability and ease of optical alignment, while being insensitive to reflectivity and static phase variations as the scanning takes place. The measurement method, compatible with a use at acoustic device operating frequencies of up to 4.5 GHz, is demonstrated on a 392 MHz SAW resonator. The acoustic velocity of the wave propagating over the Bragg mirrors is observed as the slope of the unwrapped phase v.s position map.
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**Fig. 6.** Optical scan characterization of the acoustic field (out of plane component) phase of a single port resonator at 392.26 MHz.

**Fig. 7.** Unwrapped phase along the AA cross section of Fig. 6: the acoustic cavity extends from positions 1250 to 1330 $\mu$m and is surrounded by Bragg mirrors over which the acoustic wave propagates at a velocity related to the slope of the observed linear relationship between phase and position. Inset: zoom on the phase evolution as a function of position, exhibiting the standing wave between interdigitated transducers.